ABSTRACT Coverless information hiding has become a hot topic because it can hide secret information (SI) into carriers without any modification. Aiming at the problems of the low hiding capacity (HC) and mismatch in text big data, a novel method of coverless information hiding by retrieving the massive amount of web text on the Internet. First, the proposed method uses a web spider technology to capture web texts associated with SI to construct a web-text library. Second, some texts containing SI are searched and the optimal web text is selected from them. Then, the location of the SI in the selected web text is described by using a 2-D coordinate system. Finally, the URL of the web text is combined with the obtained location information and then sent to the recipient. The experimental results and analysis show that the performances are improved in terms of HC, hiding success rate, and security.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information hiding uses the insensitivities of the human sense and the redundancies of the multimedia to realize hiding in the digital carrier. It can be mainly divided into four categories: text information hiding, image information hiding, video information hiding and audio information hiding according to the different digital carriers [1] . Text is the most widely used media, so this paper focuses on text information hiding.
Most text information hiding methods are mainly divided into three types: format-based text information hiding, image-based text information hiding, and natural language information hiding [2] . The first method hides information by changing the distances between words, inserting invisible characters and modifying the formats in documents (PDF, HTML, Office) [3] - [5] . The second method treats text as binary image, thus it is possible to hide SI by combining the features of binary images with the natures of texts [6] , [7] . These existing hiding methods have large HC, but the hidden carriers are modified, thus they cannot effectively resist various attacks such as re-composing,
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OCR and steganalysis [8] - [10] . Theoretically, as long as the carrier is modified, the embedded SI will certainly be detected. The third method uses natural language processing technology (NLP) to generate text carriers containing SI, so this method can hide information without modifying the carrier [11] . However, the generated natural texts always have some disadvantages, for example, incoherence and poor readability of semantic context, difficulties to follow linguistics and grammar rules, and deviations on statistics.
A novel method called text coverless information hiding was proposed for fundamentally solve the issues mentioned above [12] . The main idea of this method is to directly retrieve carriers containing the SI from text big data shared between the sender and the recipient, which employs existing carriers to hide information and SI could be hidden without any modification to the carriers. The method has been widely concerned by a lot of researchers because it can resist various steganalysis methods effectively. Reference [13] proposed a hiding method based on Word Rank Map by analyzing the frequency of words in each article. On this foundation, [14] introduced a hash algorithm by combining word rank map and frequent words. Reference [15] used character encoding as a location tag to hide information. However, these methods have low HC, only one Chinese keyword can be hidden in one text. Therefore, some researchers proposed several multi-keywords methods for the issues. For example, [16] and [17] proposed a hiding algorithm based on multi-keywords schema. The main idea of the methods is that the length of SI will be hidden in the texts where SI has been hidden. Reference [18] proposed a word-embedding-based Steganalysis Method. Reference [19] introduced a method based on compound and selection. These methods improved HC to some extends, but the SR will be gradually decrease as the length of the SI increases. Reference [20] introduced an algorithm based on web text big data, which simplifies the processing of text big data, but the location information is easy to be discovered due to the direct encoding.
The existing coverless information hiding methods cannot meet the actual demand in terms of HC and SR. Therefore, this paper proposes a coverless information hiding method based on web text, which takes advantage of the large number of web pages on the Internet to hide SI. The searched keywords and secret keywords are extracted firstly, and the web pages associated with SI are obtained by using mature search engines. Then, web texts on the Internet are fetched by using web spider technology to construct a web text library. A series of web text sets containing secret keywords are retrieved in the library. The optimal web text is selected from web text sets as stego-text. The location of each secret keyword in the web text is described as the form of the coordinates. After the location information is combined with the key, it is compressed and packaged into the parameters of the URL. The URL is sent to the recipient as a transmission medium. The proposed method does not have any modification trace in the web text, and it has high HC and stable SR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 performs the prepared works. Section 3 describes information hiding algorithm and extracting algorithm. Section 4 shows experimental results and performance analysis. The conclusion is presented in Section 5.
II. PREPARED WORKS
As we all know, search engines usually have a limit on the number of keywords, for example, Baidu limits the number of words in 38 Chinese characters. It is not feasible to search for SI because the length of the SI is always large. Additionally, the web texts obtained by searching for SI can be easily recognized by the human eye, so that the hidden SI will be revealed. Therefore, the first work is to extract some searched keywords from SI. Furthermore, the optimal web text should contain as many secret keywords as possible. In order to ensure HC, word2vec is used to obtain similar words set by training a large number of corpus. When a secret keyword is mismatched, replace it with the similar ones from the similar words set.
A. OBTAINING THE SEARCHED KEYWORDS BASED ON TextRank
TextRank is an algorithm for keyword extraction in the field of natural language processing, which was proposed by Rada et al. [21] at EMNLP. It can be used to extract keywords, phrases and automatically generate text summaries. The algorithm builds graph model for text by dividing the text into several constituent units (words, sentences), then the voting mechanism is used to sort the important components in the text. Different from LDA and HMM, TextRank does not need to learn and train massive texts in advance. It is widely used for its simplicity and efficiency.
TextRank can be represented as a directed weighted graph G = (V , E), where V is a set of points and E is a set of edges, w ji is the weight between the sides of V i and V j , In(V i ) is a collection pointing to V i and Out(V i ) is the set of points pointed to V i . The score of point is V i defined as follows:
where d is the damping coefficient, which represents the probability of pointing from a particular point in the graph to any other points. The word scores obtained by equation 1 are sorted in reverse order. The top T 0 keywords in the score are extracted as candidate searched keywords, where T 0 can be personalized.
B. OBTAINING THE SIMILAR WORDS BASED ON word2vec
Word2Vec is a word vector calculation model proposed by Google's Mikolov et al. [22] and [23] . It can be used to effectively convert words into real-value vectors. This model allows each word to be represented as a vector, then the comparison between words can be converted into operations between vectors. It has excellent performances in machine translation, clustering, recommendation system and so on. To obtain real-value vector of each word, there are two training models: the continuous bag of words model (CBOW) and Skip-Gram. Both training models use a three-layer neural network model, which is trained using the Huffman tree structure. Due to CBOW removes the most time-consuming nonlinear hidden layer, it runs relatively faster. However, it is less accurate for rare words. The Skip-Gram model was chosen because of its relatively high semantic accuracy. In general, the training process needs a large corpus, the more and the richer types of text, the more accurate the value. The corpus of Sogou Lab [24] was selected to high accuracy, which included news, novels, classical, and Jianshu. The training result will get a dictionary that stores the vector information for each keyword. The similarity between words can be measured by the distance between vectors. All similar words are sorted by their similarity for secret keywords. In hiding process, when a web text collection containing a specific secret keyword is not found in the web text library, the word with high similarity is preferred to replace secret keyword. In order to ensure the accuracy of information, only the top 5 words of similarity will be selected. If these similar words are used and the web text set containing similar words is empty, the secret keyword is mismatched. 
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In our algorithm, web texts are retrieved from the web text library to hide information. The framework of the algorithm is shown in Fig.1 . The sender segments the SI into some secret keywords, and the searched keywords are extracted by TextRank algorithm for searching web text. A series of web texts related to the SI are obtained by using web spider technology and search engines. Then a web text library is constructed after processing these web texts. The web text set that containing secret keywords is retrieved from the web text library, and the optimal web texts are selected. The location information of each secret keywords in the selected web text is analyzed and recorded, which is encoded and compressed in a string form after generating a key. The string is appended as a parameter to the URL of the selected web text, which is packaged and delivered to the recipient. The recipient extracts the location information after receiving the URL. The web page is downloaded and processed to get the web text. The secret keywords are extracted from the web text according to the location information and the key. And the SI is obtained after these keywords are connected.
(1) The secret keyword set is defined as S = {s i | i = 1, 2, · · · , N }, and searched keyword set is denoted as 
A. INFORMATION HIDING
In this section, we will get the URL of web text containing secret keywords and the corresponding location string of SI in the web text. The hiding process is shown in Algorithm 1. The hiding process can be divided into five steps as follows: (1) Segment SI to secret keywords, and extract the searched keywords by using TextRank; (2) Fetch the web texts and build a web text library; (3) Retrieve the web text set and select the optimal web text; (4) Encode the location information of secret keywords in selected web text to obtain the location parameter; (5) Connect the URL and location parameter, and send it to the recipient. 
1) CONSTRUCTION OF WEB TEXT LIBRARY
Text coverless information hiding draws on text big data to hide information. In this paper, we select appropriate web texts from a large number of web pages to build a web text library, which can be considered as a simplified text big data. The details are shown in the Algorithm 2. The searched result will be different due to different search strategy in the search engine, thus multiple search engines are combined to search web pages based on meta search engine. In our algorithm, the domestic mainstream search engines, Baidu and Sogou as well as Google abroad are selected. The number of searched web pages is usually very large, thus a threshold T is set to fetch the number of searched web pages. The process of spider is divided into two parts, one is to fetch all the links, the other is to crawl the text content. Obviously, there are some identical links in the searched results, so the duplicate links will be removed. The content of the web text contains Chinese and English characters, programming code, Numbers, etc. Due to the messy text format, the pretreatment must be performed. Retrieve web text set P i that contains the secret keyword s i
4:
if P i is null then 5: Similar word set K i is obtained by word2vec 6: while j ≤ K i do 7: Replace k ij with s i , and retrieve P i
8:
if P i is not null then 9: break; 10: end if 11: end while 12: if P i is null then 13: Record s i , r i is null and s i is mismatched 14: end if 15: else if P i is not null then 16: Add P i to the result set R if V is null then 23: Record I , the optimal web text will be selected from I Delete r 1 from R 29: end while After pretreatment, all web texts are made up of Chinese characters and corresponding URL, and secret keywords are allowed to be retrieved in web text library.
2) RETRIEVING WEB TEXTS
In our proposed algorithm, web text sets that contain secret keyword are retrieved in the order of word segmentation. The retrieval of secret keyword is failed when the set was empty, then the similarities of the top 5 words are calculated by using word2vec. These similar words are selected to replace secret keywords according to the similarity. If the retrieved result for all similar words is failed, the secret keyword is mismatched. As a result, a series of web text sets are obtained. Then we get the intersection of the sets in order. The optimal web text will be selected when the intersection is empty. The details are shown in the Algorithm 3.
3) SELECTION OF THE OPTIMAL WEB TEXT
In general, it is enough to randomly select the web text as stego-text in the retrieved web text library. However, this method cannot meet the security requirements. For example, Record the var(D), add it to variance set V 13: end if 14: end for 15: Select the web text that variance is min(V ) the obtained web text is highly correlated with SI, and even the SI is a complete sentence in the web text. Therefore, the optimal web text is selected by Algorithm 4.
It is mainly concerned with the distribution of keywords in the web text. The keywords are distributed as evenly as possible in the text, which means that the distances between adjacent keywords tend to be stable values. The distance is defined as the difference value between the positions of the two keywords in the text. The variance of all distances represents the level of uniformity of each web text. The web text of the smallest variance should be selected. In addition, the number of consecutive distances of 1 is defined as similar length, which is used to measure the security performance. Generally, the algorithm is secure when the number less than or equal to 5. If not, it is easy to be recognized by human eyes and the information hiding is meaningless.
4) LOCATION ENCODING OF SECRET INFORMATION
The two-dimensional coordinate system is constructed to represent the location of secret keywords in web texts, then location information is compressed and encrypted after encoding. Algorithm 5 shows the details. In this algorithm, wb can be used as key according to different recipients, thus the number of columns is determined. rb can be calculated by the optimal web text and the key, and the coordinate of each keyword is represented. In order to improve the efficiency of encoding string and remove the effects of invisible characters, base64 algorithm is used to encode the concatenated coordinate binary string. In this schema, each 24-bit binary string is processed and converted into 4 visible characters. Since base64 algorithm requires the length of the string to be a multiple of 8, several ''0'' strings are appended to the binary string. It allows the binary stream to be recovered losslessly after encoding. It is obvious that the number of 0 that we added to string ranges from 0 to 7. Therefore, we use 3 bits representing the number of 0 strings added as a prefix for end if 13 : end for 14: num_add_col_bits = bin 5 (wb) 15: if length(str) is not a multiple of 8 then 16: calculated the number of add ''0'', denoted as num 17: num_add = bin 3 (num) 18 : end if 19 : res = num_add + num_add_col_bits + str + ''0'' * num 20 7: Connect these keywords and get the extracted information the binary string. Finally, the location parameter is obtained, which is combined with the URL of the web page and sent to the recipient.
B. INFORMATION EXTRACTION
In the process of information extraction, the recipient receives the URL and extracts the information by the number of column bits. And the location coordinates of each keyword are extracted by the key. The secret keywords are extracted by these location coordinates. All the secret keywords are connected, and then some Chinese grammar processing is performed to obtain the SI. The details are shown in Algorithm 6.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the experiment, we train word vector in the Linux operation system firstly. The corpus is mainly from the Chinese corpus of Sogou Lab, which is divided into six categories: social, sports, tourism, education, culture, and military. Additionally, multiple sets of experimental results are used to verify the proposed method. All experiments have been done in Pycharm.
A. EXAMPLE VERIFICATION
In order to clearly describe the above information hiding process, we explain it by a simple example. Let the SI be ''
'' And the process of the hiding is shown in Fig.2 . Firstly, massive web pages are crawled from different search engines, and all web texts are preprocessed to construct web text library.
Secondly, retrieve web text set in the order of secret keywords. As shown in Fig.2 , the web text set P i including the secret keyword was searched. For each secret keyword, we look for the web text set containing it, and then take the intersection in order. If the intersection is not empty, we continue to search for the next keyword; otherwise, we replace it with similar keywords. If the set is still not found, the search will be interrupted. In this example, when the keyword '' '' is added,any web text does not contain it, so the similar keywords are obtained to replace '' '' by using word2vec. Experimental results show that there is no web text that meets the requirements, thus the web text set will be recorded.
Thirdly, as in the previous step, we start with the keyword '' '' and continue searching for web text. According to the results, when keywords '' '' is added, the intersection is empty, then the similar keywords '' '' will replace it, and the intersection is not empty. Therefore, the search process continues backward until the end of the keyword sequence.
Finally, two web text sets are obtained after the above steps, which means that two URLs are required to transmit all the SI. The two URLs are http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_ 62f71f090102wmvu.html and http://blog.51cto.com/ 5001660/2084058 respectively. In this example, the number of words in two web texts are less than 12K, so 4 bits can describe the number of bits representing this number. The method uses 5 bits to represent the key for the convenience of coding. As the above Fig.2 , the location coordinate of each keyword is described. For instance, the keyword '' '' is encoded as ''001010110001''. As a result, the location parameter is encoded and compressed, and two URLs are sent to the recipient.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this paper, we will compare SR, HC with the algorithm proposed in [12] and [16] , which will verify that our algorithm is feasible. And for the accuracy of the extracted information, we will measure the extraction accuracy (EA) of the proposed algorithms.
1) SUCCESS RATE
The hiding success rate (SR) is defined as equation 2. We tested SR under different number N of secret keywords and different length of SI.
SR = the number of successfull hidden secret keywords N
In order to make the experiment more convincing, we calculated the average SR of 100 groups of experiments. 100 Chinese texts are selected from academic journals and papers, and these texts are classified according to the length of SI to test the experimental results separately. The results of experiment are shown in Fig.3 .
Obviously, the average SR is relatively high under different lengths of SI. Compared the algorithms in [12] and [16] , our algorithm is relatively stable. This is because the proposed method does not use location tags to mark the position of secret keyword, and the secret keyword is hidden only related to the retrieved web texts. On the contrary, with the size of the SI increases, the probability of occurrence of the uncommon word increases, and the SR gradually decreases. In our algorithm, we use word2vec to provide the support of similar words for uncommon words, thus the SR will increase.
2) HIDING CAPACITY
In terms of text coverless information hiding, the hiding capacity (HC) is the key performance indicator. HC is defined as equation 3.
HC = the number of hidden secret keywords the number of the optimal web texts
In this experiment, we select 100 texts as SI from dissertations, unpublished articles and journals. As shown in Fig.4 , our algorithm dramatically improves the HC compared to [12] and [16] , which are mostly based on location tags. Due to the randomness of the tags, although it is widely existed in text big data, the number of matching keywords in the same text is relatively small. In the proposed algorithm, we adopted the way that directly search secret keywords. In addition, the web texts associated with SI are used to hide information, which makes the text more likely to contain SI. The experimental results of average hiding capacity (AHC) are shown in Table 1 . It is obvious that the HC of the proposed algorithm is significantly better than the methods using location tags.
3) EXTRACTION ACCURACY
EA is calculated by using the word mover's distance (WMD), which is defined as equation 4.
D wmd is distance between sentences based on word vector. The smaller the distance, the higher the similarity. In this paper, it can be represented that the distance between SI and the extracted information to measure the extraction accuracy. In this experiment, each data point is the average EA of 10 groups of tested data. As shown in Fig.5 , EA are calculated under different length of SI. With the length of SI increases, more keywords are replaced into the similar words, and more mismatch situations may occur, so that EA will be decreased.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel method of coverless information hiding based on Web Text. The method regards existing massive internet text as big data, and constructs web text library by using spider technology. And web texts that contains secret information are retrieved to hide information. The method not only ensured the concealment of information, but also improved the hiding capacity. However, the security is not satisfying when secret information contains a large part of a web page. The next research is how to control the retrieval process to solve this problem.
